


The self-sustaining safe haven for 
disabled people of all ages 
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Left: Student at The Butterfly Garden getting ready to make tea. 

The Butterfly Garden is a project for people of all 

ages dealing with any form of disability. It caters for 

those looking to escape the world and make friends. 

The scheme was originally based on gardening, 

but since its opening in 2002, it has expanded and 

now the community volunteer group offer other 

educational, therapeutic and recreational activities for its 

“My mission 
is to remind 
people that 
life should 

be exciting”

facilities.

When asked how the project itself was funded, Chris 

Evans, chairman of The Butterfly Garden replied with a 

smile “from the sky”, and later went on to explain that 

the majority of facilities the students and volunteers 

use have been donated by members of the general 

public. The project has been shaped off the back of 

participants.

The project currently has 12 separate 

spaces which all cater to different 

activities for the students. The most 

recent building was opened on March 

8th 2017 and is specifically for arts 

and crafts. The building was funded 

by public donations as well as money 

earned from the projects’ recycling 

people’s “extraordinary generosity”, 

even more so after it established itself 

as a charity.

Chris’ passion for the charity shines 

through as he talks about the students 

and how the project has made their 

lives better; “There is a delight in every 

day. Every day I want it to be better. 

When it is growing and it gets better, 

The Butterfly 
Garden



you can see if in the eyes of those that are 

here that they’re enjoying themselves and 

that they’re fulfilled. You can tell by the 

footfall that a lot of these guys have found 

a reason to get out of bed in the morning 

to be part of our shared experience.”

The students’ happiness is the motivator to 

the running of The Butterfly Garden, and 

Chris is a key element of the joy brought 

to the students. His enthusiasm and 

friendship is sincere as he says “I would 

stand up for any of them. I would never 

see them in a difficult position and not 

want to help them resolve it.”

Chris describes the students as being 

“unpolluted by modern expectations” and 

explains that they “want to be valued, they 

want to be a part of something, they want 

to be part of a community and once they 

feel safe in that setting, they share with 

you who they really are”. I’ve always felt 

that I was on an adventure and it came 

as something of a surprise to realise how 

many people haven’t been told that it’s 

ok to have an adventure. So my mission I 

guess is just to remind people, that actual-

ly, life should be exciting”

He finishes the interview with “Every day 

I bounce out of the door and I’m desperate 

to be out here and involved, and desperate 

to make it better, possibly, for one person. 

It doesn’t matter. It’s a joy. It brings me 

great happiness.”

Top left: Student participates in drama 

class.  

Bottom left: Students perfrom a puppet 

show for volunteers and peers. 

Top right: Student bags and storage boxes 

in new arts and crafts building. 

Bottom Right: Chris Evans, organiser and 

leader of The Butterfly Garden 


